$2	RELIGIOUS CONDITION.
converts them into plant-snbstance and grows a plant. Similar is the
case with religion. The 'Christian is not to become a Hindu or a Bud-
dhist, nor a Hindu or a- Buddhist to become a Christian. But each
religion must assimilate the others and yet preserve its individuality
and grow according to its own law of growth
If the Parliament of Religions has shown anything to the world, it
is th!s, that it has proved to the world that holiness, purity, and
charity are not the exclusive possessions of any church in the world, and
that every system has produced men and women of the most exalted
character.
In the face of this evidence .if anybody dreams of the exclusive
survival of hts own and the destruction of the others, I pity him from
the bottom of my heart, and point out to him that upon the banner of
•every religion would soon be written, in spite of their resistance, Help,
and. not Fight, Assimilation, and not Destruction, Harmony and
Peace, and not Dissension/'
On another occasion, Swimt Vivekananda spoke as follows *—"You,
Christians, who are so fond of sending out Missionaries to save the
toots of the heathen, why do you not try to^save tfceir bodies from starva-
tion P You erect church** alt through India, but the crying evil in
the East is nor religion—they have religion enough-—but it is bread
that these suffering millions of India cry out for with parched throats.
They ask us for bread, but we give them stones/"1*
The following extracts from New York newspapers are interest-
lag:-
The New York Critigueszys:— ''But eloquent as were many ot the
brief speeches no one expressed s;> well the spirit of the Parliament of
Religious and its limitations, as the Hindu monk. I copy his address in
full, but I can only suggest its effect upon the audience, for he is an. orator
•by Dlvint right, and hi) strong intelligent face in its picturesque setting
of yellow and orange was hardly less interesting than these earnest
•words, and the rich rythmatical utterence he gave them."
(Here follows speech in full)
Again, says the same paper;-*'His culture, bis eloquence and his
fwciiiatiag personality have given us a new idea of Hindu civtlteatien.
Hw S»e intelligent face and his deep musical voice, prepossessing one

